We watch your back!
eYe body armor is a market leader specialised in the development and production of personal protection products for security, military and law enforcement agencies as well as for civilians.

At eYe body armor we focus on consistent delivery of high-quality and comfortable products that exceed customer expectations. Years of scientific development, advanced research and manufacturing excellence are built into each one of our products. The wearing comfort of our armor and the exceptional ballistic performance distinguishes our eYe body armor from all other armor manufacturers.
HIGH QUALITY
and RIGOROUS TESTING

In order to be able to manufacture products which meet to our high quality standards, we only use the best materials available such as:

- the world's strongest fiber Dyneema® (DSM) for our ballistic panels.
- the patented moisture wicking COOLMAX® ACTIVE and the lightweight and durable CORDURA® fabric for our carriers.

All of our products have been rigorously tested according to NIJ requirements at HP White, the leading laboratory for small arms and ammunition research, development and testing in the world. We can provide you with our official test certificates on your request.
eYe body armor’s concealable vests have been engineered specifically for law enforcement and security personnel. The superior ergonomic shape, maximum comfort and low weight of EYECON™ series also make them an ideal covert solution for civilians.
**EYECON™ black edition**

The EYECON™ vest in a black color is our most popular model and can be easily worn as an under garment or over garment vest.

**Specifications**
- **Ballistic package:** EYE -101
- **NIJ threat level:** IIIA
- **Ballistic material:** Dyneema®
- **Available sizes:** S-XXXL
- **Weight:** 1.75 kg (Medium size)
- **Color:** Black
The white-colored EYECON™ vest is an ideal choice if you primarily want to wear the vest under a light colored blouse or shirt.

**Specifications**

- **Ballistic package:** EYE - 101
- **NIJ threat level:** IIIA
- **Ballistic material:** Dyneema®
- **Available sizes:** S-XXXL
- **Weight:** 1.75 kg (Medium size)
- **Color:** White
eYe body armor’s tactical vests have been designed to offer both military as law enforcement personnel a superior light weight and comfortable solution. Our EYETAC™ series are therefore ideal to wear during long periods and in hot environments. The EYETAC™ vest consists of a soft ballistic package and two hard armor plates which give a Level IV protection against rifle fire.
The EYETAC™ vest in a black color is our popular all-round tactical model.

Specifications
- **Soft ballistic panel:** EYE-101
  - **NIJ threat level:** IIIA
  - **Ballistic material soft ballistic panel:** Dyneema®
- **Hard ballistic panel:** EYE-IV
  - **NIJ threat level:** IV
  - **Ballistic material hard ballistic panel:** Aramid/Ceramic
- **Available sizes:** S-XXXL
- **Weight:** 8.35 kg (Medium size)
- **Color:** Black
EYETAC™
navy blue edition

The EYETAC™ vest in a navy blue color is popular with law enforcement and (maritime) security personnel.

Specifications
Soft ballistic panel: EYE -101
NIJ threat level: IIIA
Ballistic material soft ballistic panel: Dyneema®

Hard ballistic panel: EYE-IV
NIJ threat level: IV
Ballistic material hard ballistic panel: Aramid/Ceramic
Available sizes: S-XXXL
Weight: 8.35 kg (Medium size)
Color: Navy Blue
The digital desert camouflage EYETAC™ vest is a perfect choice for army and security forces operating in desert environments such as Afghanistan and Iraq.

**Specifications**

- **Soft ballistic panel:** EYE-101
- **NIJ threat level:** IIIA
- **Ballistic material soft ballistic panel:** Dyneema®
- **Hard ballistic panel:** EYE-IV
- **NIJ threat level:** IV
- **Ballistic material hard ballistic panel:** Aramid/Ceramic
- **Available sizes:** S-XXXL
- **Weight:** 8.35 kg (Medium size)
- **Color:** Desert Camouflage
**EYETAC™ woodland edition**

The EYETAC™ in a digital woodland camouflage edition allows the wearer to blend into most natural environments.

**Specifications**
- **Soft ballistic panel:** EYE -101
- **NIJ threat level:** IIIA
- **Ballistic material soft ballistic panel:** Dyneema®
- **Hard ballistic panel:** EYE-IV
- **NIJ threat level:** IV
- **Ballistic material hard ballistic panel:** Aramid/Ceramic
- **Available sizes:** S-XXXL
- **Weight:** 8.35 kg (Medium size)
- **Color:** Woodland Camouflage
Our hard armor inserts and helmets are manufactured to the highest standards of quality and are tested to keep you safe in any operation.
EYE-PASGT™ helmet

The lightweight EYE-PASGT™ helmet model is designed for comfort and durable performance. Utilizing the latest technology in ballistic materials, the PASGT helmet is designed to exceed NIJ Level IIIA performance (.44 Mag. 240 gr. at 425 m/s).

Specifications

NIJ protection level: IIIA
Weight: 1.5 kg
Color: Navy blue
Our EYE-MICH™ helmet model maintains a large coverage area while providing extreme comfort. The helmet is designed for military and police special tactical units where compatibility with all communication and NV systems is of utmost importance. Utilizing the latest technology in ballistic materials, the MICH helmet was designed to exceed NIJ Level IIIA performance (.44 Mag. 240 gr. at 425 m/s).

Specifications
NIJ protection level: IIIA
Weight: 1.3 kg
Color: Black
EYE-IV™ hard armor plate

This single-curve plate offers a stand-alone Level IV protection and is specially designed to protect against armor piecing ammunition.

Specifications

- NIJ protection level: IV
- Weight: 3.3 kg
- Color: Black
Our latest EYE-101™ ballistic package meets the most demanding requirements of worldwide body armor standards. The package consists of a unique combination of Dyneema® SB21 and DSM Dyneema’s latest soft-ballistic material, Dyneema® SB51.

Due to its ultra-high energy absorption, Dyneema® UD provides protection against all major threats. The patented production process of Dyneema® makes backface deformation wider and less deep, thereby minimizing blunt trauma. Where other materials require trauma-reducing aids, Dyneema® UD does not. Dyneema® UD's performance is not negatively affected by sunlight exposure or prolonged use, even in the hottest climates.

The EYE-101™ outperforms other soft ballistic solutions in terms of flexibility and ballistic performance. The Dyneema® hybrid panels are up to 10 percent more lightweight than other commercially available technologies designed to defeat the most challenging NIJ .06 Level IIIA ballistic threat – the .44 Magnum.
EYE-101™
soft ballistic panel

- thickness of only 7 mm
- superior ultra-light and water-repellent cover
- unique combination of two types of Dyneema®, the world’s strongest fiber™